
Solution overview 

Process overview:

1. OPERATOR has license issued by Polish Financial Supervision Authority,
scope of the agreement covers (among other activities):
a. operating of payment accounts
b.  execution  of  payment  transactions,  including  transfers  of  funds  to/from
payment accounts with credit transfers

2. OPERATOR opens Customers Company payment account called in our
product terminology multicurrency wallet (KYC to be performed).
its scope is:
- holding funds in 24 currencies
- range of IBAN numbers, possibility to assign dedicated IBAN to client or
transaction in order to ease collections process (available in EUR and PLN,
other currencies to be established on demand *)

- sending SEPA and SEPA INSTANT payments based on the IBAN assigned
to Customers Company (wallet) outgoing transfers:

-  EUR  to  SEPA area  -  beneficiary  on  his  account  statement  will  see
Customers Company name and IBAN as sender

- other cases - beneficiary on his account statement will see OPERATOR and
its global IBAN as sender, other information Customers Company might put
into transfer title field incoming transfers:

- EUR from SEPA area sent via SEPA or SEPA Instant - could be addressed
to Customers Company and to any IBAN assigned to Customers Company
from assigned range

-  PLN  (domestic  in  Poland  or  via  SWIFT)  -  shall  be  addressed  to
OPERATOR, but IBAN from range assigned to Customers Company could be
used  which  streamlines  collections  (USD/EUR/GBP  to  be  established  on
demand)
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*other:  shall  be  addressed  to  OPERATOR  to  one  of  OPERATOR  global
accounts and in this case transfer title shall contain Customers Company ID
in order to assign funds to Customers Company wallet

3. Customers Company credits its wallet  in (depending on the needs and
convenience of the solution) e.g. :
- EUR via SEPA to OPERATOR on bank account.
- GBP via SWIFT to OPERATOR on bank account.
- EUR via SWIFT to OPERATOR on bank account.

4. OPERATOR will exchange currencies on demand of Customers Company
e.g.
- EUR/GBP/EUR
- GBP/PLN/GBP
Other currencies and currency pairs available.
Customers Company sends instructions via API to OPERATOR to perform
currency exchangeand PLN domestic payouts from its multicurrency wallet to
beneficiary. If beneficiary has
OPERATOR SA  bank account in one of major Polish retail  banks (market
coverage 85%)- payout is settled instantly (beneficiary receives funds up to 1
hour, because OPERATOR holds sufficient funds in abovementioned banks
and uses internal bank transfer for clearing). If beneficiary has bank account
in remaining Polish banks, he/she receives
funds same day or next business day depending on transfer cut-off times in
banks (Polish domestic transfer system used, with 3 transfer sessions per
working day 9.00, 13.00 and 16.00). Payouts are executed up to the balance
of  Customers  Company wallet.  (EUR,USD,GBP,CHF payment  available  in
this model for most polish retail banks).

5.  Customers  Company sends instructions via  API  to  OPERATOR to
perform EUR payouts  from its  multicurrency  wallet  to  beneficiary.  If
beneficiary has bank account in a SCT Inst payment system - payout is
settled instantly (beneficiary receives funds up to 1 hour). If beneficiary
has bank account in SEPA payment system he/she receives funds same
day or next business day depending on transfer cut-off times in banks
(SEPA transfer system used, with 6 transfer sessions per working day).
Payouts are executed up to the balance of Customers Company wallet.
6. Customers Company sends instructions via API to OPERATOR to perform
USD/GBP/CHF/other  payouts  from  its  multicurrency  wallet  to  beneficiary.
Payout is performed via SWIFT, he/she receives funds till  end of the next
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business  day  depending  on  transfer  cut-off  times  in  banks.  Payouts  are
executed up to the balance of Customers Company wallet.
Advantages:

instant  PLN,EUR,USD,GBP,CHF  transfers  to  beneficiaries  in  Poland
(compare: up to 1hr vs SWIFT or SEPA)
instant EUR transfers to beneficiaries (compare: up to 1hr vs SWIFT)
lower costs (OPERATOR payout cost instead of separate SWIFT or SEPA
transfer for each payout) easy integration (common standard API interface)

Constraints:

limits depends on KYC OPERATOR SA 

Preliminary fees and conditions (monthly basis)
- Onboarding fee of 500 GBP
- Monthly shortfall fee of 100 GBP

- Fx Margin (Average Rate)
- PLNGBP: 0,3%
- EURGBP: 0,32%
- Transfer Fee PLN domestic 2,3 PLN
- Transfer Fee USD/GBP/EUR/CHF domestic in Poland (If beneficiary and
OPERATOR has bank accounts in one of major Polish retail banks) 3,5 PLN

- Transfer Fee SEPA 2,7 PLN
- Transfer Fee SEPA INSTANT (If beneficiary and OPERATOR has bank
accounts in STC Inst scheme) 7 PLN
One time transfer limit: 100 000 EUR

Transfer  Fee  SWIFT  PLN/USD/GBP/EUR  (IBAN  destinations  only,  list  of
countries available) SHA
One time transfer limit: 100 000 currency units 0,04%, no less than 22 PLN,
maximally 120 PLN + 130 PLN OUR instruction, Transfers are made within a
maximum of three full business days (SPOT).
0,04%, no less than 40 PLN, maximally 120 PLN + 130 PLN OUR instruction,
Transfers are made within a maximum of two full business days (Today).
a. payment confirmation of the SWIFT transfers – 90 PLN
b. cancellation before sending – 105 PLN
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c.  SWIFT  payment  return  or  editing  after  it  is  sent  out  -  180  PLN  +
correspondent bank fees
d. due diligence of outgoing payment for the client (due diligence requested
by a  correspondent  bank,  beneficiary  bank,  intermediary  bank involved in
executing the payment) – 180 PLN +correspondent bank fees
OPERATOR SA 
List of countries available for SWIFT transfers
Albania Croatia France Israel Moldova Slovakia
Andora Montenegro Greece Lithuania Monaco Slovenia
Austria Czech Republic Georgia Lichtenstein Germany Switzerland
Azerbaijan Cyprus Spain Luxembourg Norway Sweden
Bahrain Denmark Netherlands Latvia Portugal Hungary
Belgium Estonia Ireland Macedonia Romania UK
Bulgaria Finland Iceland Malta San Marino Italy
We guarantee prices for 6 months, we conduct contact reviews twice a year
and,  if  necessary,  make  corrections  in  valuations  (adjustment  to  market
conditions).  The use of  API  and IBAN account  monthly  fee-  no additional
costs,  as  long  as  the  monthly  value  of  the  executed  Foreign  Currency
Exchange transactions  will  correspond to  at  least  60-70% of  the  monthly
value of executed pay-out transactions.
Transfers leave the account without any fees are invoiced at the end of the
month.Other European countries, currencies and features (possible transfer
costs, time transfer, other to be discussed)

CZK local clearing
GBP,BGN,HRK,RON,HUF, possible - local clearing model to be discussed
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